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Chebyshev real wave packet propagation:
H¿O2 J˜0 state-to-state reactive scattering calculations
Hong Zhang and Sean C. Smitha)
Department of Chemistry, School of Molecular and Microbial Sciences, The University of Queensland,
Brisbane, Qld 4072, Australia
~Received 12 March 2002; accepted 18 June 2002!
In this paper we explore the relative performance of two recently developed wave packet
methodologies for reactive scattering, namely the real wave packet Chebyshev domain propagation
of Gray and Balint-Kurti @J. Chem. Phys. 108, 950 ~1998!# and the Lanczos subspace wave packet
approach of Smith et al. @J. Chem. Phys. 116, 2354 ~2002!; Chem. Phys. Lett. 336, 149 ~2001!#. In
the former method, a modified Schro¨dinger equation is employed to propagate the real part of the
wave packet via the well-known Chebyshev iteration. While the time-dependent wave packet from
the modified Schro¨dinger equation is different from that obtained using the standard Schro¨dinger
equation, time-to-energy Fourier transformation yields wave functions which differ only trivially by
normalization. In the Lanczos subspace approach the linear system of equations defining the action
of the Green operator may be solved via either time-dependent or time-independent methods, both
of which are extremely efficient due to the simple tridiagonal structure of the Hamiltonian in the
Lanczos representation. The two different wave packet methods are applied to three dimensional
reactive scattering of H1O2 ~total J50!. State-to-state reaction probabilities, product state
distributions, as well as initial-state-resolved cumulative reaction probabilities are examined.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1499123#
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years the real wave packet method has emerged
as a powerful tool in quantum dynamical calculations. The
method is advantageous from both computational time and
computer memory points of view, especially when dealing
with large molecular systems. Its origin lies with the early
work of Tal-Ezer and Kosloff,1 in which the evolution opera-
tor exp(2iHˆ t/\) is expanded in terms of Chebyshev poly-
nomials. Subsequently, very important developments were
made by several research groups. Kouri and co-workers2–7
derived a new, time-independent ~TI! wave packet-
Lippmann–Schwinger equation and presented Chebyshev
expansion expressions for both the Green operator and Dirac
delta function. Mandelshtam and Taylor8–10 introduced a real
damping scheme into the Chebyshev recursion which made
the real wave packet method possible for dissipative systems.
The real Chebyshev propagation method can be viewed in an
alternative way as a modification of the time-dependent
Schro¨dinger equation. In this respect, two related ~discrete/
continuous time! forms of the modified equations have been
proposed by Chen and Guo11 and more generally by Gray
and Balint-Kurti.12 These various real wave packet ap-
proaches have been successfully applied to different fields
such as bound or resonance states calculations,13–15 reactive
scattering,16–18 and surface scattering.19,20
From the time-dependent perspective, the essence of the
real Chebyshev propagation approach is that by utilizing a
spectral transform of the Hamiltonian one can simplify the
time propagation. Choosing a spectral transform corresponds
to ‘‘evolution’’ of the system under a different effective
Hamiltonian ~that is, a spectral transform of the original
Hamiltonian!; thus, time-dependent wave packets and other
quantities such as auto- and cross-correlation functions will
change. However, since one is still computing the result of a
propagation with an exponential propagator, the final energy-
domain wave function can be extracted in a very similar
manner to that from the original time-dependent Schro¨dinger
equation, i.e., via time-to-energy Fourier transform. As is
well-known, eigenfunctions are independent of spectral
transform of an operator; thus, the use of a spectral transform
does not affect the final energy-dependent solutions of the
scattering equations aside from easily evaluated normaliza-
tion factors. It is the energy-domain wave function that de-
termines all energy-dependent physical quantities such as
resonance energies, widths, and state-to-state reaction prob-
abilities; thus, all physically relevant information is pre-
served in these real wave packet approaches.
Recently, another very efficient approach to quantum dy-
namical calculations has been developed which involves ex-
ploiting the advantages of the tridiagonal structure of the
Hamiltonian in the representation which is generated by the
iterative Lanczos algorithm. While the Lanczos algorithm
has commonly been used for matrix diagonalization21 and
short-time propagations,22 recent work in the Brisbane lab
has focused on exploring more general applications of the
Lanczos representation, including spectral densities,23–25 fil-
ter diagonalization for high-lying bound states and
resonances,26–31 partial resonance widths in unimolecular
decay,32 and state-to-state reactive scattering.33,34 An impor-
tant feature of these newer Lanczos implementations is that
all physically relevant information is extracted from within
the Lanczos representation. This allows a single Lanczos it-a!Electronic mail: s.smith@chemistry.uq.edu.au
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eration of arbitrary length to be utilized for the propagation
rather than a sequence of short iterations. Analogous to the
corresponding situation with Chebyshev propagations, this
allows substantial efficiencies to be gained. We note that for
scattering applications the absorbing boundary conditions are
imposed within the Lanczos algorithm by incorporation of a
complex absorbing potential into the Hamiltonian. This has
the consequence that the Lanczos iterations are complex ~in
contrast to the real Chebyshev iterations! and yield a
complex-symmetric tridiagonal representation of the Hamil-
tonian.
In this paper we have undertaken the implementation of
both the real wave packet Chebyshev propagation and the
complex-symmetric Lanczos subspace approach for the same
reactive scattering system, namely H1O2→OH1O with
zero total angular momentum J. Results of the Lanczos
implementation for this system have been published recently
by us.33 While the real Chebyshev propagation approach has
been implemented recently by Meijer and Goldfield for this
system at the level of half-state-resolved calculations,16,35 it
has not to our knowledge been applied for state-to-state cal-
culations. Hence, in this work we focus on presenting the
results of the Chebychev propagation and a comparison of
the convergence properties of the Chebyshev and Lanczos
methods.
The potential energy surface of HO2 supports a deep
well,36 making HO2 a somewhat challenging system. Due to
its importance in combustion chemistry and atmospheric
chemistry, several groups16,37–44 have performed rigorous
quantum scattering calculations on this system. Most have
been focused on initial state selected total reaction probabili-
ties or cumulative reaction probabilities. Only two calcula-
tions have provided complete state-to-state reaction prob-
abilities by using super-spherical coordinate and time-
dependent ~TD! split operator wave packet methods.39,42
Substantial computational effort is required to extract state-
to-state information because one has to propagate the wave
packet into the product arrangement, with the consequence
that longer propagation times are required in the TD context,
or, analogously, more iterations in the time-independent ~TI!
wave packet framework. Also, one has to use a large grid for
the representation of states and to store multiple correlation
functions for the final state analysis. Of course, these state-
to-state probabilities can provide deep insight into the intri-
cate dynamics of chemical reactions.
In Sec. II below we present the real wave packet Che-
bychev propagation method together with some comments
on the derivation of the energy-domain wave function for
different Chebyshev approaches. A brief summary of the
time-independent Lanczos subspace scattering approach33 is
supplied in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we present and discuss the
results of the three-dimensional reactive scattering calcula-
tions performed for the H1O2 system. Section V concludes
the paper.
II. REAL WAVE PACKET CHEBYSHEV PROPAGATION
The time-dependent real wave packet method12 utilizes a
modified time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation ~below \
51!
i
]F8~ t !
]t
5 f ~Hˆ !F8~ t !5Qˆ F8~ t !. ~1!
Here we use F8(t) to distinguish it from F(t) in the stan-
dard Schro¨dinger equation. In principle, so long as we are
not interested in the details of real-time evolution as such, it
will become apparent that one has flexibility in the choice of
f~H! to propagate the wave packet. As outlined by Gray and
Balint-Kurti,12 it transpires that the use of an inverse cosine
spectral transform leads to a particularly efficient propaga-
tion procedure and hence this approach is favored over the
more conventional real-time propagation. By choosing Qˆ
5 (21/t)cos21(Hˆ norm), the real part of the wave packet
Re(F8(t))5Re(F8(kt))5jkg
ˆ
can be propagated as
j0
gˆ 5F~0 !, j1
gˆ 5e2g
ˆ Hˆ normj0
gˆ
,
~2!
jk11
gˆ 5e2g
ˆ
~2Hˆ normjk
gˆ 2e2g
ˆ
jk21
gˆ !,
where Hˆ norm5(Hˆ 2H¯ )/DH with H¯ 50.5(Hmax1Hmin), and
DH50.5(Hmax2Hmin) . F(0) is a real initial wave packet,
and gˆ is a damping operator. Equation ~2! is just the damped
Chebyshev propagation, which was developed inde-
pendently by Mandelshtam et al.8–10 Of course, Qˆ
5 (1/t)sin21(Hˆ norm) can be used to propagate only the
imaginary part of the wave packet, leading to a slightly dif-
ferent propagation.45
The evolved wave packet F8(t) is clearly different from
F(t) , even if we choose the same initial wave packet. How-
ever, if we perform the time-to-energy half-Fourier transform
at u5 (21/t)cos21(Enorm) with Enorm5(E2H¯ )/DH5cos w,
the u-dependent wave function C(u) corresponds to C(E)
5 1/2p *0
‘dt exp(iEt)F(t) ~from the standard Schro¨dinger
equation! exactly. In fact, it is not even necessary to carry out
the Fourier transform on the complex wave packet
F8(t)—one can transform just the real part of the evolved
wave packet and still obtain the full complex wave function
C(u). This follows since
E
0
‘
dt eiEtRe@eiHtF~0 !#5
1
2 E0
‘
dt ei[E2Hˆ ]tF~0 !
1
1
2E0
‘
dt ei[E1Hˆ ]tF~0 !.
The second term is simply zero because the integrand oscil-
lates. For propagation of the imaginary part, a similar result
can be obtained. Thus, by performing Fourier transformation
of the real part of F8(t) at u, one obtains the u-domain wave
function
C~u!5
1
2pE0
‘
eiutRe F8~ t !dt
5
1
2p (k50 e
ikutjk
gˆ ~22dk0!t . ~3!
Changing the variable from u to w ~using u5 (21/t) w!
C~w!52
1
2p (k50 e
2ikwjk
gˆ ~22dk0!. ~3’!
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Finally, changing the variable from w to E, one can get
C~E !5
1
2pDH sin w (k50 ~22dk0!e
2ikwjk
gˆ
. ~4!
Here it should be pointed out that the wave functions C~u!,
C~w!, and C~E! are not identical, but they can be trans-
formed from one domain ~e.g., angle! to another domain
~e.g., energy! by changing the variable. Equation ~4! is cen-
tral in the real wave packet method. All energy-dependent
physical quantities can be derived from this energy-domain
wave function. One can also perform cosine Fourier transfor-
mation to get the real part of the energy-domain wave func-
tion, which is
Re$C~E !%5
1
pDH sin w (k50 cos~kw!jk
gˆ ~22dk0!. ~5!
The relations in Eqs. ~4! and ~5! have been derived elsewhere
from both time-dependent and time-independent wave
packet points of view.2–7,32 In the time-dependent frame-
work, one can expand the time evolution operator ~for the
standard time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation! in terms of
Chebyshev polynomials,
F~ t !5e2iH
ˆ tF~0 !5 (
k50
kmax(t)
ak~ t !jk
gˆ
,
with ak(t)5(22dk0)e2iH¯ t(2i)kJk(DHt). Here, Jk is the
Bessel function. The energy-domain wave function can be
obtained by a partial Fourier transformation of the TD wave
function F~t!, which is exactly the same as in Eq. ~4!. In the
time-independent wave packet framework, one can use
Chebyshev polynomials to expand the Green operator or
Dirac delta function g(Hˆ )5(k50bkjkg
ˆ
, where the expansion
coefficient is
bk5
22dk0
p E 211 f ~H
ˆ
norm!Tk~Hˆ norm!
A12Enorm2
d~Hˆ norm!.
Since energy-domain wave function is related to the Green
operator or Dirac delta function via C(E)
5 (i/2p)Gˆ 1(E)F(0) or Re$C(E)%5d(E2Hˆ )F(0), once
again they lead to Eqs. ~4! and ~5!. Finally, it is important to
note that the relations from Eq. ~3! to ~5! have been derived
in a somewhat different form by Meijer et al.46 as well as by
Gray and Balint-Kurti.12
Extraction of S-matrix elements
A general expression for S-matrix elements has been
given by ~see Refs. 47–53!:
Sba~E !5
1
aa~E !ab*~E !
^xbuCa~E !& . ~6!
Ca(E) @for simplicity, C(E)[Ca(E) in the following con-
text# is the energy-domain scattering wave function we dis-
cussed above. Three specific equations for S-matrix elements
have been discussed by Dai and Zhang.39 Of these, we use
the scattering amplitude expression
Sba~E !5
1
aa~E !
A2pkb
mb
e2ikbR‘^wb~r ,u!uC~E;R‘ ,r ,u!&,
~7!
since it is simple to use in combination with the product
Jacobi coordinates. In the above equation kb
5A2mb(E2«b) with «b being the internal energy of OH
product ~expressions for ka and k0 are similar!. The scatter-
ing wave function can be generally expressed as C(E)
5(k50jk
gˆ dk(E). Thus, reactive state-to-state probabilities
can be derived as
Pab~E !5uSab~E !u25
4p2kakb
ug¯ ~2k !u2mamb
uDab~E !u2, ~8!
with the overlap integral expressed as
Dab~E !5^wb~r ,u!uC~E;R‘ ,r ,u!&
5(
i51
M
di~E !^wb~r ,u!uj i
gˆ ~R‘ ,r ,u!&5(
i51
M
di~E !ci
b
.
~9!
The vectors $cb% can be calculated as the Chebyshev itera-
tion progresses, and so with a single iterative Chebyshev run
we can calculate all of the state-to-state probabilities from a
given reactant channel wave packet. As is implicit in the
expressions above, in the present work we utilize Eq. ~4! for
all Chebyshev calculations.
The advantages associated with the above method are
twofold. First, a real algorithm can be employed to calculate
the set of vectors $cb%.To initialize the Chebyshev iteration,
one can choose either a real initial wave packet as we did in
this work or a real part of the complex wave packet as Gray
et al.54 did. Second, the coefficients $dk% are analytical;
therefore, one can easily obtain state-to-state probabilities at
any arbitrary energies. For current purposes, we choose the
real initial wave packet to be
cv0 j0~0 !5g~R8!fv0~r8!P j0~u8!, ~10!
where g(R8)5(1/ps2)1/4exp@2(R82R08)2/2s2#cos(k0R8).
The spectral density of the wave packet is analytic
g¯ ~2k !5Asp1/2
2 H exp@ i~k01k !R08#expF2 s
2
2
~k01k !2G1exp@ i~k2k0!R08#expF2 s22 ~k2k0!2G J . ~11!
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III. LANCZOS SUBSPACE SCATTERING
The energy-dependent scattering wave function can be
expressed as
Ca~E !5
i
2pG
ˆ
1~E !uxa&5
i
2p
1
E2Hˆ 1igˆ
uxa&, ~12!
which is in fact the TI wave packet Lippmann–Schwinger
equation of Kouri et al.2 Equation ~12! can be rearranged as
a linear system
~E2Hˆ 1igˆ !uca~E !&5
i
2p uxa&. ~13!
For a large molecular system, it is nontrivial to solve this
linear system. Our approach involves transforming this linear
system from the primary representation to a tridiagonal
~Lanczos! representation. Inside the subspace, the linear sys-
tem takes the form
~E2TM !uf~E !&5ue1&. ~14!
In Eq. ~14!, TM is the Lanczos representation of the primary
complex Hamiltonian, Hˆ 85Hˆ 2igˆ , ue1& is the first column
of the M3M identity matrix, and uf(E)& is the subspace
scattering wave function.
We employ the Lanczos algorithm55 for complex-
symmetric matrices56 to set up the Lanczos subspace. Start-
ing with a normalized initial vector un1&5uxa& and setting
b150, we use the three-term vector recursion
bk11uvk11&5Hˆ 8uvk&2akuvk&2bkuvk21&, ~15!
to generate TM with diagonal elements, ak5(vkuHˆ 8uvk), and
subdiagonal elements, bk5(vk21uHˆ 8uvk). Note that the ele-
ments are computed with a complex-symmetric inner prod-
uct ~i.e., the bra states are not complex conjugated!.
The choice of the initial wave packet, uxa& , is similar to
Eq. ~10!, except that a complex Gaussian wave packet is
chosen in the scattering coordinate, i.e., g(R8)
5(1/ps2)1/4exp@2(R82R08)2/2s2#exp(2ik0R8). Its momen-
tum representation is analytical, and given by
g¯ ~2k !5E
0
‘
exp~ ikR8!g~R8!dR8
5~4ps2!1/4H exp@ i~k2k0!R08#expF2 s22 ~k2k0!2G J .
~16!
Note that at this point one must transform between product
Jacobi coordinates ~R, r, u! and reactant coordinates ~R’, r’,
u’! to calculate uxa& properly. In this work we transform the
initial wave packet from reactant Jacobi coordinates to the
product coordinates using a scheme similar to that of Go¨gtas
et al.57 We have found that a three-dimensional B-spline in-
terpolation algorithm58 is efficient and accurate for this pur-
pose.
After establishing the Lanczos subspace, we calculate
the quasiminimal residual solution of the linear system in Eq.
~14! by performing the QR factorization59
~E2T¯ M !5QM111 FRM0 G , ~17!
where QM11 is a unitary matrix ~1 indicates the Hermitian
adjoint!. Only the elements of the upper-triangular matrix
RM with bandwidth 3 and the vector u t˜M11&5QM11ue1&
need to be stored. The subspace scattering wave function is
obtained via
uf~E !&5RM
21u t˜M&. ~18!
The Lanczos subspace is independent of a constant en-
ergy shift, E. Hence, we are able to solve the linear system in
Eq. ~14! and obtain subspace scattering wave functions for
any desired energy E.
Having obtained uf(E)&, it is straightforward to com-
pute state-to-state S-matrix elements from Eq. ~7! since wave
functions in the primary and Lanczos representations are re-
lated through
uc~E !&5VMuf~E !&5(
i51
M
f i~E !v i , ~19!
where the orthonormal Lanczos matrix, VM , tridiagonalizes
the primary Hamiltonian. The state-to-state reaction prob-
abilities are now given by
Pab~E !5uSab~E !u25
4p2kakb
ug¯ ~2ka!u2mamb
uDab~E !u2, ~20!
where the overlap integral is
Dab~E !5^wb~r ,u!uca~E;R‘ ,r ,u!&
5(
i51
M
f i~E !^wb~r ,u!uv i~R‘ ,r ,u!&5(
i51
M
f i~E !ci
b
.
~21!
The vectors $ucb&% are the subspace versions of the primary
internal OH states uwb&5fn(r)P j(u) , which can be easily
accumulated as the Lanczos recursion proceeds. Thus, analo-
gous to the real Chebyshev propagation method above, with
a single Lanczos run one can calculate all the state-to-state
reaction probabilities from the target incoming reactant state
for energies within the spectral range of the initial wave
packet.
IV. APPLICATION TO H¿O2 REACTION
A. Hamiltonian
The triatomic HO2 Hamiltonian with total angular mo-
mentum J50 is written in terms of product Jacobi coordi-
nates as
Hˆ 52
\2
2mO,OH
1
R
]2
]R2
R2
\2
2mOH
1
r
]2
]r2
r
1
\2
2 S 1mO,OHR2 1 1mOHr2D jˆ21V~R ,r ,u!, ~22!
where R is the separation of O from the center of mass of
OH, r is the O–H separation, and u is the bend angle. mO,OH
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and mOH are corresponding reduced masses. The HO2
DMBE IV potential energy surface36 V~R,r,u! is utilized in
this calculation. It has an equilibrium geometry of
Re52.543 293 a0, re51.834 523 a0, and ue51.861 684 rad
with a dissociation energy of 2.378 377 eV to the H1O2
limit.
The Hamiltonian was then represented in a potential-
optimized discrete variable representation60 ~PO DVR!. For
the R coordinate, we used NR5147 PO DVR points, which
were contracted from 420 primary evenly spaced DVRs
spanning the range from 0.5 to 14.5 a0 with the one-
dimensional reference potential V~R,re ,ue!. Similarly, for the
r coordinate, Nr5170 PO DVR points were obtained from
510 primary DVRs spanning the range from 1.3 to 18.3 a0
using the reference potential V(Re ,r ,ue!. For u variable, we
used Nu543 Gauss–Legendre quadrature DVR points. The
resulting direct product basis set was further contracted by
discarding those points whose potential energies were higher
than the cutoff energy Vcutoff54.0 eV, resulting in the final
basis size of 329 758.
The Hamiltonian has been augmented in the R and r
coordinates to correctly describe the scattering processes in-
volved. As in previous work,33,34 we use the following form
for the absorbing potential ~z5R, r!:
gˆ ~z !5g0H z2z0zmax2z0J
2
, ~23!
where zmax is the maxima in R or r coordinate, and z0 is the
starting point to add the absorbing potential in R or r coor-
dinate. In this calculation Rmax514.5 a0, R0510.5 a0;
rmax518.3 a0, r0514.0 a0; g055.0 eV. We note that, while
Eq. ~23! has the same form as the damping function in the
Chebyshev recursion of Mandelshtam et al.,9 it can only be
regarded as having an identical effect if both methods of
simulating the absorbing boundary conditions ~i.e., the real
damping of the Chebyshev iteration and the complex absorb-
ing potential of the Lanczos approach! are working perfectly.
This issue has been discussed elsewhere.31
B. Analysis
We first test the convergence of state-to-state reaction
probabilities versus propagation time ~iterations! using Eq.
~4!. Figure 1 shows the computed H1O2 ~v050, j051)
→OH (v50, j50)1O reaction probabilities at low ener-
gies after 30 000 and 40 000 iterations. It is apparent that
40 000 iterations provides good convergence in this energy
range, and even at M530 000 the outline of the reaction
probabilities has emerged. Further propagation will simply
resolve individual narrow resonances better.
All state-to-state reactive probabilities associated with
the O2 reactant state ~v050, j051! and OH product states
(v50, j) with j50–15 as well as vibrationally excited prod-
uct OH states (v51, j) with j50–7 have been calculated
and are selectively presented in Fig. 2. It is apparent that the
reaction probabilities are dominated by narrow and overlap-
ping resonances. The overall shapes between present results
and previous calculations using a TD method,39 a TI coupled
channel hyper-spherical method,42 and a Lanczos subspace
method33 are in general agreement, although some resonance
positions and widths are different ~see, e.g., Fig. 1 of Ref. 24
and Fig. 1 in this article!. As Pack et al.42 and Meijer and
Goldfield43 pointed out, for H1O2 system every calculation
detail will affect the computed resonance structure—in par-
ticular, resonance widths tend to be sensitive to such details.
This is particularly apparent in state-resolved quantities—for
more averaged quantities such as cumulative reaction prob-
abilities the overall agreement between different methods be-
comes more apparent.
Figure 3 shows two selected rotational state distributions
of the product OH (v50) at scattering energy E50.92 eV
~a!, and of the product OH (v51) at a relatively high scat-
tering energy E51.40 eV ~b!. For the v50 rotational distri-
butions, we can also compare this calculation with the results
of Dai and Zhang.39 The general features between our calcu-
lations and Dai and Zhang’s for v50 are similar, e.g., the
maximum P~j! is the same. However, the detailed distribu-
tions are different. Although the features are also sensitive to
the specific scattering energy, the reaction tends to favor the
production of rotationally excited OH. This is also in agree-
ment with the previous calculations of Dai and Zhang, and
Pack et al. for n50. Figure 4 shows the branching ratio of
rotation-summed reaction probabilities for the product OH
n51 and n50 vibrational levels. At this energy range only
two vibrational channels have opened. From this figure one
can see that this reaction favors production of OH products
in the ground vibrational state. The vibrational distributions
fluctuate severely between energies, but the general trend is
that the ratio increases with increasing energy.
After acquiring all the state-to-state reaction probabili-
ties from O2 ~n050, j051! to all the energetically accessible
OH product states, it is straightforward to calculate total re-
action probabilities from a given reactant state. In Fig. 5 we
plot the total reaction probabilities from the ground rovibra-
tional O2 state in the energy range from 0.8 to 1.4 eV for
comparison. Only a limited number of rigorous quantum cal-
FIG. 1. The low energy state-to-state reactive probabilities from ground
state reactants O2 ~v050, j051! to ground state products OH ~n50, j50!
for two Chebyshev iterations: M530 000 ~solid line!, and 40 000 ~dashed
lines!.
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culations have been performed so far for such initial-state-
resolved cumulative reaction probabilities. Although the fine
structures of some individual resonances are different, the
broad outline of the reaction probabilities is in good agree-
ment with previous calculations.39,42,43 The probabilities
fluctuate at low energies while the average probability is in-
creasing smoothly. Above about 1.25 eV the probabilities
increase rapidly. It should be mentioned that Meijer and
Goldfield43 have also calculated the total probabilities for
J.0 for this system, but without final state resolution.
We recently presented results for state-to-state reactive
scattering via the Lanczos subspace time-independent wave
packet method summarized in Sec. III above.33 Since both
the Lanczos and the Chebyshev approaches represent highly
efficient iterative methods with certain similarities yet also
obvious differences, it is interesting to compare them for a
nontrivial system. In Fig. 6 we plot the total reaction prob-
abilities from the ground rovibrational O2 state for both the
Chebyshev method and Lanczos method as a function of the
total number of iterations. The recursion lengths are ~a!/~a8!:
M55000; ~b!/~b8!: M510 000; ~c!/~c8!: M520 000; ~d!/~d8!:
M5100 000. Frames ~a!–~d! are from the Chebyshev
method, while ~a8!–~d8! are from the Lanczos method. From
these figures one can see that both methods have similar
convergence behavior. At around M520 000 iterations, the
basic outlines of the total reaction probabilities have ap-
peared. Further iterations will resolve the individual reso-
nances better. While the overall trends in the total probabili-
ties are in good agreement, the finer details of individual
resonance positions and amplitudes often differ for the two
methods for reasons noted above.
Finally, we make some comments on relative merits of
the two wave packet approaches compared in this study. The
matrix–vector multiplications used in the Chebyshev method
are real, and hence the iterations for this method require
storage of just three real vectors. In contrast, the Lanczos
recursion requires storage of three complex vectors. For re-
action probability calculations, if one needs simply to get the
outline of the energy profiles then the real Chebyshev
method will be more efficient because it is working with
strictly real matrix–vector multiply operations. If, on the
other hand, one needs to resolve individual resonances then
the Lanczos method will converge more quickly. Compara-
tive convergence of individual resonances via Chebyshev-
FIG. 2. ~a! The calculated state-to-state reactive probabilities from the ground state of O2 ~n050, j051) to product OH states (v50, j) with j50. ~b! Same
as ~a!, except j55. ~c! Same as ~a!, but for product OH states (v51, j) with j50. ~d! Same as ~a!, but for product OH states (v51, j) with j55.
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and Lanczos-based filter diagonalization approaches has
been explored in detail in our recent work,31 where it was
found that the two methods have essentially equivalent con-
vergence properties if doubling of the damped Chebyshev
sequence is implemented.13,61 If, as in the context of the
present reactive scattering calculations, such doubling is in-
appropriate, then the fine details of narrow resonances will
take longer time to emerge via the Chebyshev approach.
In the Chebyshev method the coefficients for generation
of the scattering states are analytical, whereas in the Lanczos
method one needs to solve a tridiagonal linear system. Per-
haps surprisingly, this does not introduce a large difference
in the efficiency of the final state analysis because very effi-
FIG. 3. ~a! Rotational state distributions of the product OH (v50) for
E50.92 eV. ~b! Similar to ~a!, but for product OH states ~n51! and
E51.4 eV.
FIG. 4. Vibrational branching ratio between OH v51 and v50 vibrational
levels.
FIG. 5. Total reaction probabilities as a function of energy for the ground
rovibrational O2 state.
FIG. 6. Comparison of the total reaction probabilities as a function of en-
ergy from the ground rovibrational O2 state for both Chebyshev and Lanc-
zos methods. Chebyshev iterations used are: ~a! M55000; ~b! M510 000;
~c! M520 000; ~d! M 5100 000; Lanczos iterations are: ~a8! M55000; ~b8!
M510 000; ~c8! M520 000; ~d8! M5100 000, respectively.
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cient algorithms exist for solution of the tridiagonal linear
system. In fact, from our experience it takes more time to do
the relevant summations in the Chebyshev method than to
solve the linear system in the Lanczos method during the
final state analysis. It is also worthy of note that in the real
Chebyshev method one must determine the spectral range of
the Hamiltonian Hmax and Hmin in advance to normalize the
Hamiltonian. This is nontrivial for complicated systems, and
in our calculations we actually use Lanczos diagonalization
to determine Hmax and Hmin prior to running the full Cheby-
shev calculation. Of course, the length of this preparative
Lanczos calculation need only be sufficient to compute the
minimum and maximum eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian, but
one notes that this preparative stage is unnecessary with the
Lanczos subspace scattering approach.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have implemented the real wave packet
Chebychev propagation method of Gray and Balint-Kurti for
state-to-state reactive scattering in the title reaction, and
compared this approach with the recently introduced Lanc-
zos subspace TI wave packet approach. From a single
Chebyshev run, all the state-to-state reaction probabilities,
product state distributions, and total reaction probabilities
from a given reactant channel wave packet can be obtained at
any desired energy in the spectral range of the initial wave
packet, with the low storage requirement of three real vectors
and a sequence of correlation functions associated with the
Chebyshev recursion.
The results of H1O2 scattering indicate that the reaction
is dominated by resonances ~most of them are overlapping!,
and the interferences among them lead to very complicated
reaction dynamics. This has been shown in state-to-state re-
action probabilities, product state distributions, as well as
total reaction probabilities. The reaction mainly produces ro-
tationally excited OH products with only a small fraction in
vibrationally excited states.
Comparison of the Chebyshev and Lanczos approaches
indicates that both iterative methods have similar conver-
gence behavior. The real Chebyshev method can be carried
out with strictly real matrix–vector multiply operations, and
thus is more efficient to compute the smoothed outline of the
reaction probability energy profile. However, the Lanczos
method can resolve the fine structure of individual reso-
nances more quickly if such detail is required. For the final
state analysis, the Lanczos method is slightly more efficient
than the Chebyshev method. Overall, in view of efficiency,
stability, and convergence properties, both methods are very
competitive.
Finally, we note that full partial wave averaging for the
H1O2 reaction ~to obtain cross sections or thermal rate co-
efficients! requires detailed and rigorous accounting for the
effects of Coriolis coupling when the total angular momen-
tum is nonzero. Meijer and Goldfield have demonstrated this
in the context of initial-state-resolved calculations for the
title reaction.16,43,62 We are presently implementing rigorous
partial wave averaging in the context of the state-to-state
scattering algorithms described here, and will discuss the re-
sults in forthcoming publications.
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